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Abstract� Comparision operations are used in algebraic computations to avoid degeneracies� but are
also used in numerical computations to avoid huge roundo� errors
 On the other hand� the classes of
algorithms using only arithmetic operations are the most studied in complexity theory� and are used� e
g
�
to obtain fast parallel algorithms for numerical problems
 In this paper� we study� by using a simulation
argument� the relative power of di�erent sets of operations for computing with approximations
 We
prove that comparisions can be simulated e�ciently and with the same error bounds for most inputs
by arithmetic operations when divisions are present
 To develop our simulation strategy we combine
notions imported from approximation theory and topology with complexity and error bounds


� Introduction

In this paper we show that approximate computations over the reals do not su�er very much
from the lack of conditional statements� provided that division is allowed� On the other hand
we show that the set of operations without division is very poor� if one wants to achieve the
goal of keeping the roundo� error small�
The problem studied in this paper has relations with several di�erent research �elds� and we

attack it by using techniques and ideas related � e�g�� to algebraic complexity tools used to re�
move degeneracies �EC���� topology notions used by numerical analysts to evaluate the distance
of a path in a computation from degenerate 	ill�conditioned
 regions �SS���� and techniques�
like arithmetization and simulation� used in complexity to �nd lower bounds on the size of a
circuit �BF��� C����
To the best of our knowledge� this is the �rst nontrivial result on the relative power of dif�

ferent sets of operations when roundo� errors are present� Previous work on the complexity
of numerical problems can be divided into three categories� complexity results for obtaining
��approximations without roundo� �CF��� CL��� MST��� TWW��� PR��� complexity bounds
obtained in terms of problem conditioning �SS��� S���� and development of theories of computa�
tion over the reals �BSS���� In this paper� we embed the topological notions needed to evaluate
the e�ect of problem conditioning and the approximation notions needed to �nd bounds on the
degree of the rational functions 	or polynomials
 involved in the simulation process onto the
framework of the classical circuit complexity measures 	size� depth� width
�
The set of operations S� � f���� �� �� �g is used in algebraic computations to avoid de�

generacies 	i�e� division by zero
� but is also used in numerical computations to avoid huge
roundo� errors� On the other hand� the class of algorithms using operations from the set
S� � f���� �� �g or from the set S� � f���� �g is extremely important� and is the one actually
used� e�g�� to obtain fast parallel algorithms for numerical problems� In this paper� we study�
by using a simulation argument� the relative power of the sets S�� S�� and S�� We prove that
S� does very e�ciently simulate S�� while S� does not� this fact shows and measures the crucial
role of division in computations introducing roundo� errors� We also show how to construct
algorithms using operations f���� �� �g which achieve for most inputs the same bounds on the
roundo� error as algorithms using operations f���� �� �� �g�
Here we adopt a model of computation which essentially consists of a �layered version� of

an arithmetic network �G���� which is simpler to analyze� Arithmetic network and branching
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programs are generally analyzed 	see� e�g�� �S���
 to measure the extra cost necessary to avoid
degeneracies� e�g�� divisions by zero� As already mentioned� our goals are more general� since
we view branching instructions 	conditionals
 as a tool to avoid huge errors in a computation�
and we study the conditions under which adaptive computations� i�e� those allowing branching
instructions� can be simulated by oblivious ones� i�e� straight�line programs�
The main contributions of this paper are expressed by the results of section �� The parameters

we simultaneously deal with are the length of the input n� the degree of the approximating
functions m� the maximum value M an intermediate result can achieve� the local approximation
error �loc� the global approximation error �glob� the number k of polynomials de�ning degenerate
regions� which we call decision polynomials� the maximum degree d of the above polynomials�
and the quantity � which measures the extension of the degenerate regions� The basic bound�
that allows us to �nd several tradeo�s among the above parameters� is shown in Lemma ��
where it is proved that

f	V�
 � ��kndMe�
p
m���loc �

where f	V�
 denotes the intersection of the unit ball with the volume of the degenerate regions�
Using the above bound together with other results of section �� we prove that algorithms using
operations from the set S� can carry out a simulation by using� under reasonable conditions�
rational functions of degree at most O	log� n
� On the contrary� we show that algorithms using
operations in S� require the use of polynomials of degree at least nO��� in the input size� This
gives a measure of the importance of division�
This paper is organized as follows� Section � contains the description of the models of com�

putation adopted� the de�nition of adversary which is used to �nd bounds on the error� some
preliminary results on the error introduced by oblivious computations and some theorems which
we import from approximation theory and topology� Section � contains the description of our
simulation strategy� which gives upper and lower bounds on the cost of avoiding conditionals�
In section � we report some concluding remarks and open problems�

� Preliminaries

��� Models of Computation

The models of computations adopted here are a slight modi�cation of arithmetic circuits and
networks� and branching programs� More precisely� we adopt models which are a structured
version of the above models� which turn out to be particularly useful for a detailed analysis 	see
�AC���
� Before describing the models of computation� it is convenient to de�ne which kind of
algorithms we consider�
An algorithm using operations f���� �� �g is called oblivious rational� An algorithm using

operations f���� �g is called oblivious polynomial� An algorithm using operations f���� �� �� �
g is called adaptive rational� An algorithm using operations f���� �� �g is called adaptive
polynomial�
The simplest model consists of an arithmetic circuit� with gates f���� �� �g or f���� �g fed

by a routing network� with gates f�g 	see Figure �a
� The input data are fed to the routing
network which can compute any permutation of these data� and then provide the arithmetic
circuit with the chosen permutation� The routing network is a network of comparators 	see
Figure �b
� We call arithmetic stage the part of the computation carried out by the arithmetic
circuit� and combinatorial stage the part of the computation carried out by the routing network�
A slight modi�cation of this model consists of a cascade of �modules� of the previous kind� as
shown in Figure �c� In this case adaptivity can also be used to decide upon partial results� The
relations of this model to arithmetic network are obvious 	see �G���
� The cost of a computation
can be analyzed by using the natural measures of circuit complexity 	size� depth� and width
�
We will also analyze the error that is introduced in the arithmetic part by means of a �layered�
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Figure �� a
 A combinatory 	C
 and arithmetic 	A
 stage�
b
 The combinatory stage consists of comparators�
c
 A cascade of modules� C�A is a module of the type introduced in a
�
d
 Translating a circuit into an expression�

error analysis� in which for any level i of the circuit� we evaluate the maximum attainable error
	see section �
�
It is easy to see that any arithmetic circuit corresponds in a straightforward way to an

arithmetic expression� On the other hand� by taking into account parentheses� an arithmetic
expression uniquely de�nes a computation� which can be easily interpreted as the evaluation
of an arithmetic circuit� To describe a routing network as an expression� it is su�cient to
introduce conditional functions of the form

cond	P� e�� e�
 �

�
e�� if P true�
e�� otherwise�

	�


where e� and e� are expressions built up from arithmetic and conditional functions and P is a
primitive predicate depending on one or more input data� e�g�� P 	x
 � 	x � �
 or P 	x� y
 �
	x � y
�
A numerical computation 	consisting of one combinatorial and one arithmetic stage
 taking k

input values and computing m output values� is described by the expressions e�	x�� � � � � xk
� � � � �
em	x�� � � � � xk
� The combinatorial stage consists of evaluating all conditional functions accord�
ing to the inputs and the arithmetic stage consists of evaluating all arithmetic functions accord�
ing to the input values� Several combinatorial�arithmetic stages can be combined by composing
the corresponding expressions� The relation of this model to the circuit�model is illustrated in
Figure �d�
In this model� the cost of a computation can be evaluated according to the maximum depth

of all the expressions in the stage� the maximum number of di�erent subexpressions at one
level� and the overall size of the expressions�

��� Errors and Adversaries

It is very di�cult to express lower bounds on the error an algorithm produces� because the
notion of error is heavily instant�dependent� Typically� a lower bound which has to hold for
all instances should be zero� Therefore we adopt the following strategy� which is based on an
adversary argument 	a similar approach can be found in �CLR���� or �TWW���
� In other words
we assume an adversary can decide about the input distribution� This leads to the following
de�nition of unavoidable roundo� error�
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De�nition � Let A be a set of oblivious algorithms for solving a problem� I the set of problem
instances� and �A�i� the absolute value of the error occurring by executing the algorithm A � A
on the input i � I� Then the roundo� error for oblivious and adaptive algorithms can be
expressed as minA�A	maxi�I �A�i�
� and maxi�I	minA�A �A�i�
� respectively�

Theorem � minA�A	maxi�I �A�i�
 � maxi�I	minA�A �A�i�
�

We now de�ne a function which quanti�es the relative power of adaptive and oblivious algo�
rithms� with respect to the error they introduce�

De�nition � The quantity log
maxi�I	minA�A �A�i�

minA�A	maxi�I �A�i�


is called the pay�o� function�

��� Roundo� Errors

A numerical process gives rise to roundo� errors� These errors depend on the system chosen
to represent the real numbers� Since our goal is to analyze roundo� errors� we do not take into
account the question of under�over�ow� and we may assume that a countable subset R of the
real numbers� e�g�� �oating point numbers with arbitrary integer exponents� rational numbers
or �xed point numbers of arbitrary size� is given� Given R � IR we describe the roundo� error
by means of a rounding function r � IR � R with the properties

r	x
 � x� �R	x
� j�R	x
j � h� 	�


where h is a constant depending only on R� Such a rounding function exists� for the represen�
tation systems mentioned above� In the models of computation of section ���� the arithmetic
stages were essentially straight�line programs built up in terms of primitive functions from a set
F � ff�� � � � � fkg� The roundo� errors lead to local errors in the evaluation of these primitive
functions� We assume that the primitive functions satisfy a condition of the form

fi	x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n
 � fi	x�� � � � � xn
 � ����	x�� � � � � xn
 � � � �� �n�n	x�� � � � � xn
�	�


Note that for di�erentiable primitive functions� as for example addition and multiplication� such
a property is naturally satis�ed� A numerical operation is then described by the function

f ri 	x�� � � � � xn
 �� r	fi	x�� � � � � xn

� x�� � � � � xn � R� i � �� � � � � k�

��� Layered Error Analysis

In this section� we prove some bounds on the error introduced by oblivious algorithms� We will
use these bounds in section ��

Lemma � Let f be a composition of primitive functions� Given a computation graph of depth
t associated to the function f � the �roundo� error� �t can be evaluated according to the formula�

�i � �i�i�� � �Ri � i � �� � � � � t� j�Ri j � h�

�� �

�
�R�

� if we include the perturbation error�
�� otherwise�

where the �i� i � �� � � � � t� are quantities depending on a primitive function and partial results�

Proof� We follow one path in the computation graph from the input to the output nodes� Let
t be the length of the path� and let vji � i � �� � � � � t� be the sequence of values computed along
this path� Then the error is evaluated using 	�
 and 	�


�i � f ri 	x� � e�� � � � � vji�� � �ji�� � � � � � xn � en
� fi	x�� � � � � vji�� � � � � xni


� e��� � � � �� �ji���ji � � � �� eni�ni � �Ri � �ji��	�ji �
e�
�ji��

�� � � � ��
eni
�ji��

�ni
 � �Ri �

�



Corollary � Under the assumptions of lemma �� if �� � �� then

�t �
tX

i��

�Ri

tY
j�i��

�j � and j�tj � h
tX

i��

tY
j�i��

j�jj�

��� Bounds from Approximation Theory and Topology

In section � we will make use of the following lemmas� which we import from approximation
theory 	�R��� D���
 and topology 	�G��� W���
� The �rst three lemmas provide bounds on the
best rational and polynomial approximation to the function jxj�

Lemma � ��N���� Let a	x
 � jxj and r	x
 be a best�approximating rational function of degree
m� Then we have

e��
p
m

�
� max

x�	����

ja	x
� r	x
j �

�
�e�

p
m� m even

�e�
p
m��� m odd�

Lemma 	 A function r	x
 achieving the upper bound of lemma � is

r	x
 �
x	p	x
� p	�x



p	x
 � p	�x

� where p	x
 �

m��Y
j��

	x� tj
� t � e
��p
m �

Proof� 	Hint�
 Follows from �R��� page ����

Lemma � Let p	x
 be a polynomial of degree m and a	x
 � jxj� and let K be a constant� Then
we have

K

m
� max

x�	����

ja	x
� p	x
j �

�

	�m� �
�
�

Proof� 	Hint�
 The upper bound can be obtained by using Tchebyche� or Legendre polynomials�
The lower bound follows from �L���

We now report a result on the volumes of tubes from �O��� which we will need to estimate the
volumes of the degenerate regions created by the approximate simulation process 	see section
�
�

Theorem � Suppose M is a real� purely d�dimensional variety in IRn� Suppose further that
M is the complete intersection of the polynomials p�� � � � � pn�d� Let D � max��i�n�d deg	pi
�
and f	V�
 be the fraction of the volume of the unit ball in IRn which is within distance � � � of
M � Then

f	V�
 � �	n� d

nX

k�n�d

�
n

k

�
	�D�
k�

� Main Results

This section contains our main results� We analyze adaptive computations for which the pay�
o� function does not tend to zero� and we show a simulation procedure which allows us to
investigate the relative power of di�erent sets of operations�
We �rst show how to simulate the expressions cond	x � �� y� z
 by rational functions� and an�

alyze the cost of this process in terms of the degree of the rational functions 	i�e� the maximum
degrees of the denominator and numerator
� The goal of this simulation is to �nd oblivious
algorithms behaving like adaptive ones� for most inputs� We associate to the decisions corre�
sponding to adaptive algorithms suitable semi�algebraic varieties which describe singularities�
Analogously� we introduce semi�algebraic varieties which describe the degenerate regions �close�
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Figure �� a
 Approximation of the step�function�
b
 The critical regions�

to singularities� These regions correspond to the inputs for which the approximate simulation
cannot take place� We then prove lower and upper bounds on the volumes of such regions� and
from these bounds� we are able to estimate the fraction of inputs for which we can approxi�
mately simulate adaptive algorithms� We also extend the above results taking care of the e�ects
of roundo� errors� and by using estimates of the error introduced by oblivious algorithms� It
turns out that the simulation is feasible at a very reasonable price� provided that it involves
rational functions� The restriction to polynomial computations is proved to be very expensive�

��� Simulation of Conditionals

In section � we introduced the notation cond	a � �� �� �
 to denote expressions like if a �
� then � else �� We replace the expression cond	a � �� �� �
 by an arithmetic circuit 	oblivious
algorithm
 simulating it� From this simulation � to be described below � we immediately get�
by arithmetization� a simulation of a general conditional cond	x � �� y� z
� In fact

cond	x � �� y� z
 � cond	x � �� �� �
 � y � 	cond	x � �� �� �
� �
 � z�

De�nition 	 A function f � IR � IR simulates cond	a � �� �� �
 i� we have

jf	x
� s	x
j � �� �x � ��M���
 	 	��M ��

where s	x
 �

�
�� if x � �
�� otherwise

� and M � � � � 	see 
gure �a��

We use lemmas � and � to approximate the function s	x
� We do this by observing that�

s	x
 �
x� jxj

�x
� for x 
� ��

Lemma 
 Let M � �� Then there exists a rational function r	x
 such that

Me��
p
m � maxx���M�M�jr	x
� jxjj �M	m� 	m �

�
�e�

p
m� m even

�e�
p
m��� m odd

Proof� 	Sketch�
 Follows from lemma � � by using the substitution r	x
 �� �
M
�r	 x

M

� where �r is

the rational function of lemma �� Note that r and �r have the same degree�

Lemma � e��
p
m

� � maxx�	�M��������M 
 jr	x
� s	x
j � �
�	mM����

If we want the rational approximation to be an ��approximation we have the following�
Corollary � If � � �

�	mM��� then maxx�	�M��������M 
 j r	x
� s	x
 j� ��
A correspondent lemma could be also proven for polynomial approximations� by using lemma

�� We omit it here for the sake of brevity�
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��� Approximate Simulation of Adaptive Computations

The above arguments naturally suggest a procedure of approximate simulation�

De�nition � An algorithm A for computing g � I � O ��approximately simulates an algorithm
B for computing g � I � O on a subset I � � I if there is � such that �x � I � jA	x
�B	x
j � ��

De�nition 
 An adaptive algorithm taking n input values de
nes the semi�algebraic varieties
V �

Sk
i��fx�� � � � � xn � pi	x�� � � � � xn
 � �g� and V� �

Sk
i��fx�� � � � � xn � jpi	x�� � � � � xn
j � �g�

where pi	x�� � � � � xn
 is a polynomial for which a decision pi	x�� � � � � xn
 � � is made during the
computation� We call V the critical and V� the ��critical variety of the adaptive algorithm�

De�nition � We denote with M	r
 the maximum absolute value of all intermediate quantities
created during the computation on inputs 	x�� � � � � xn
 � B	r
� where B	r
 � IRn is the ball of
radius r centered in the origin�

Theorem 	 An adaptive algorithm� associated with V and M	r
� can be approximately simu�
lated by an oblivious algorithm for inputs in I � � V� �B	r
�

Proof� 	Hint�
 Use lemma � together with the simulation arguments�

We now adapt the theorems on the volume of tubes reported in section � to estimate how
large degenerate regions 	critical varieties
 are� We do this� by �rst �nding bounds on the
volume of the regions fx�� � � � � xn � jp	x�� � � � � xn
j � �g�

Lemma � Let n be the length of the input and let d be the degree of p� Let f	V�
 be the
intersection of B	�
 with the set fx�� � � � � xn � jp	x�� � � � � xn
j � �g� Then

f	V�
 � �
nX
i��

�
n

i

�
	�d�
i � �	� � �d�
n � ��

Proof� It follows from the application of theorem � to the case of hypersurfaces�

Theorem � Let n be the length of the input and let be d the maximum degree of pi in V�� Let
f	V�
 be the intersection of B	�
 with the set

Sk
i��fx�� � � � � xn � jpi	x�� � � � � xn
j � �g� then

f	V�
 � �k
nX
i��

�
n

i

�
	�d�
i � �k	� � �d�
n � �k�

Corollary 	 Let f	V�
 be as in theorem �� If d�n � �
� � then f	V�
 � � � �� for n large enough�

where 
 � log	 ��k � �
�

Lemma � f	V�
 � �kndM	m�
��
loc � where �loc denotes the local approximation error�

Now we can give a lower bound on the degree of the approximating function� We assume
that the global error �glob� as given in de�nition �� satis�es �glob � nc�loc for large n� where c is
a constant�

Lemma  The global error �glob satis
es �glob � � for x � V�� with f	V�
 � �� if

m � c log�	log��	
�

�k
� �
ndM���
� where c is a constant�

Theorem 
 If the global approximation error �glob� as given in de
nition � satis
es �glob �
nc�loc� where c is a constant� and if k�M� d � nO���� then the degree m of the rational functions
used in the simulation satis
es m � O	log� n
�

This theorem tells us that the simulation is relatively cheap as long as the algorithm we
simulate is numerically stable�

��� Lower Bounds for Oblivious Algorithms

We give conditions on the data representation and primitive functions 	which are satis�ed by the
systems used in practice
 for which the adversary has the power su�cient to produce nontrivial
lower bounds on the error�
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Condition �� We assume that an adversary can� for any path in any computation graph�
provide input data for which there exists �h� j�hj � h� such that� j�Ri j �

�h� and sign	�h
 �
sign	�Ri
�
Condition �� a
 There exists a subset R� � R such that for all �y � R�� for all n�ary primitive

functions f and all i � f�� � � � � ng there exist arguments �x�� � � � � �xn � R such that �xi � R��
f r	 �x�� � � � � �xn
 � �y� f	 �x�� � � � � �xn
 � y� jy� �yj � �h � �� and sign	y� �y
 � const� b
 Furthermore
for all primitive functions f and �y � R there exist �x�� � � � � �xn � R such that f r	 �x�� � � � � �xn
 � �y�

Lemma �� If the computation is carried out on a tree� then Condition � implies Condition ��

Lemma �� If Condition � is satis
ed� then� in the worst case� we have

j�tj � �h
tX

i��

tY
j�i��

�j � �ht � �h
tX

i��

�i� where �Ri �
�h� 	i� and

Qi
j�� �j � �� �i�

Proof� We have �t � �ht� �h
Pt

i�� �i�
Pt

i�� 	i�i�
Pt

i�� 	i� The proof follows from the fact that
Condition � allows the adversary to provide data such that sign		i
 
� sign	�h
� i � �� � � � � t�

Corollary � Under the hypothesis of lemma ��� the representation error for oblivious algo�
rithms is in the worst case lower bounded by j�hjC if �i � �� i � �� � � � � t� or by j�hj	� � �
C� if
�i � � � �� � � �� where C is the longest path in the computation graph of minimum depth�

Note that the conditions �i � � or �i � � � � are assumptions on primitive functions and�or
intermediate data�

Corollary 
 Assume that only one primitive function is used� and �i � � � �� i � �� � � � � t� is
independent of the intermediate data� Then we have

j�C j � j�hj j
CX
i��

�ij �

�
j�hj j ����

C���
����� j� � 
� ��

j�hj C� � � ��

Theorem � Under the hypothesis of lemma ��� let g be a di�erentiable function 
nitely com�
posed of primitive functions� Let D be a lower bound on the minimal depth of a computation
graph for the computation of g� Then the error introduced by an oblivious algorithm for g is in
the worst case at least �h	jg�j�D
� if �i � � or �h	jg�j� 	D
� 	 � �� if �i � ��

��� From Approximation and Topology to Complexity and Conditioning

In this section� we make a simplifying assumption on the nature of the computations we are
considering� It is possible to prove that this is not a loss of generality� We assume that the
simulation has the goal of approximating a computation carried out on a circuit 	see section �

consisting only of two layers� one combinatorial stage and one arithmetic stage� Let the roundo�
error associated to this computation be such that the payo� function is strictly greater than zero�
This means that the error introduced is c�R� with c � �� where �R is the error unavoidable
by oblivious algorithms performing the same computation� The above scenario leads to the
following result�

Lemma �� Let Dc be the depth of the part of the circuit implementing the combinatorial
stage� Let g be the 	di�erentiable� function to be computed by the overall circuit� Then� we
have �loc �

�R
jg�jDc �

Proof� The error introduced in the approximation of the combinatorial stage is �locDc� so
that the error of the overall computation is jg�j�locDc� where the factor jg�j plays the role of
amplifying the error� The proof now follows from the assumption that the payo� function is
strictly positive�

We can now state a very important result� concerning the feasibility of the simulation by
rational functions for x � V�� in the presence of roundo� errors�

�



Theorem � e��
p
m

� � �loc �
�R

jg�jDc �
Proof� Follows from lemma � and lemma ���

From this we can also evaluate the cost of the rational simulation in the presence of roundo�
errors in order to achieve a strictly positive payo� function�

Corollary � m � � log�	����R jg�jDc
�

If we further assume that an oblivious algorithm achieves the error de�ned in section ����
then we get the bound

m � � log�	
�Dcjg

�j
hDa


�

where Da denotes the minimal depth of an oblivious algorithm for computing g�
Finally� we get the following result for the degree m in the presence of roundo� errors�

Theorem � If g is such that jg�j � nO���� then m � O	log� n
�

Theorem � essentially says that the approximate simulation is �cheap� provided that we are
not trying to solve an ill�posed problem�
For the lack of space we did not include the corresponding theorems and results for a poly�

nomial simulation� which lead to the conclusion that polynomials of degree at least nO��� are
necessary� Another issue that did not �t into these pages is that of computations over complex
numbers� In this case� the results obtained were similar to those presented for computations
over the reals� with some additional features related to the fact that the non negligible volumes
of tubes over complex varieties lead to non trivial lower bounds �D��� W����

� Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we have shown that approximate computations over the reals do not su�er very
much from the lack of conditionals� provided that division is allowed� By simulation� we have
proved that it is possible to construct oblivious algorithms which� almost everywhere� behave
like adaptive algorithms� The cost of this construction is very low if division is allowed and
is very high if division is not allowed� The techniques employed here are very general and we
believe will be used in several di�erent areas�
One of the open problems we hope to see solved by using our techniques is related to the

development of numerically stable NC algorithms� For example� Gaussian elimination with
pivoting is P�complete �V���� whereas Gaussian elimination can be performed in NC� Can the
simulation process described in this paper be applied to Gaussian elimination with pivoting� so
that we obtain an algorithm almost everywhere reliable and� as the same time� parallelizable�
More in general� assume that an adaptive algorithm is P�complete� Is its oblivious counterpart�
obtained by approximate simulation� also P�complete�
The continuation of this work will include a detailed analysis of the polynomial approximation

process� as well as the analysis carried out for computations over the complex numbers� where
the regions of degeneracies have non trivial lower bounds �D����
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